
One Platform. Unlimited Opportunities.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Immix® is a video based automation software platform for
corporate command and control centers.

Immix® is a UL classified automation platform designed to
receive alarm events from a range of devices including
video, video analytics, industry standard receivers and
access control systems. Events from all of these devices are
aggregated within the Immix® platform and are presented to
the operator in a consistent, simple to use interface.

Key design points of Immix® include:

- A single operator interface supporting a wide range of
hardware from most major manufacturers..

- A comprehensive audit trail that logs everything an
operator did, heard and witnessed.

- No proprietary hardware required – no new peripherals or
black box.

- A robust and scalable architecture – Immix® is a Microsoft
certified server (not PC based) product.

Target markets are Wholesale Central Stations, Corporate
and Proprietary Stations that run their own security
departments and National Guarding companies. Immix®

becomes the hub for these command and control centers

What does Immix® mean for these businesses? 

For Wholesale Central Stations Immix® enables new RMR
opportunities to be developed integrating fire and intruder,
video, audio and access systems.

For Proprietary Stations Immix® offers customers a
solution that integrates legacy equipment with new
equipment in a single platform.

For Integrators and Specifies Immix® helps differentiate
bids tying together different technologies and vendor
solutions into a seamless operational solution.

For National Guard Companies Immix® supports initiatives
aimed at supplying customers with blended security
solutions.
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Company Overview

SureView Systems is an international security surveillance
software company. The company developed and offers
Immix®, a video based automation software platform for
corporate command and control centers.

SureView’s sales efforts are focused primarily on three
markets. These markets include commercial monitoring
stations, large corporate organizations that manage their own
central stations and guard companies offering blended
technology and manpower services to their customers.

Market Overview

Alarm receiving (automation) software has been in the
market for a long time from a range of suppliers. These
products, and the central stations that use them, have
centered their operation primarily on the receipt of simple
digital Fire and Burg signals.

Increasingly, corporate customers, insurers and law
enforcement are requiring those signals be associated with
CCTV images to enhance the effectiveness of alarm
handling.

At the same time pressure on the cost of manned guarding
is creating a market for those same central stations to provide
access management and other guard replacement services.

To deliver these new services effectively, the central station
software must be able to receive alarms from many different
sources and give the operator control of the cameras, access
control systems and audio devices installed on the remote
site(s) in order to manage the event remotely.

While software to manage individual components of systems
is often available from the hardware manufacturers it is
almost always very basic PC software associated with a
single user rather than an enterprise class server application
for a group of users. In most cases it is not integrated with the
alarm receiving software so making the link becomes a
manual process.

Worse still, most central stations have a customer base with
a disparate range of installed equipment from different
manufacturers.This makes the operator’s job of launching the
appropriate piece of software, and being conversant with its
use while handling the event, impossible. Similarly, managing
and maintaining the software, its administration and security
is also extremely burdensome.

Traditional suppliers have responded to some small extent by
offering a facility to ‘launch’ the appropriate vendor’s viewer
software when an alarm is received. There are two main
problems with this approach.

First, a real cause of concern for the central station is, in a
litigious society, the need to maintain a complete audit trail
that clearly ties together all that the operator did, said, heard
and witnessed in a single event log. In the case of traditional
alarm based products, while the operator may see video at
the time of the event by launching a viewer, no such
permanent audit trail exists leaving the central station with no
evidence of whether the event was handled appropriately.

Secondly, while launching a viewer may, to a limited extent,
satisfy a need for visual verification it does not deliver a
workable solution for delivering remote guarding services. In
this instance the complete integration of alarm, access
control, CCTV and audio systems is required.
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The previous generation of alarm handling software has not
been built to deliver these services to its customer base and
the market needs an integrated solution.

The Lehman Brothers 2007 Security Industry Annual shows
a 2008 market size of around $38B for the Manned Guarding
sector and $10B for Commercial (aside from residential)
Alarm monitoring.

The Lehman report also echoes the shared view of many
other industry analysts on the role of security in the
organization and its convergence with Information
technology;

“While the definition of systems integration continues to vary
among industry participants—due in no small part to the
evolution of “integration” in response to technological
advances, customer demands, and manufacturer
capabilities—a succinct definition of integrated electronic
security systems could be: a central command and control
that uses a common user interface, shares data, and forms a
system that performs as if it were one. What this means is
getting various disparate security components to talk to each
other, so that one system, rather than many, controls a
company’s security”.

This is precisely what Immix® achieves.

Product Overview

Immix® is a UL classified automation software platform
designed to receive alarm events from a range of devices that
include video, video analytics, industry standard receivers,
and access control systems.

What is unique about Immix®?

All of these alarm events are aggregated within the Immix®

platform and are presented to the agent in a simple to use,
consistent interface. Immix® integrates with many major
brands of equipment and software and allows management
of different manufacturer’s hardware through a single
platform and user interface.

From day one, Immix® was built to tie together alarms from
many sources over IP networks. Alarm events from video,
audio, and access control systems from various
manufacturers are integrated within Immix® and presented to
the central station operator in a single, simple to use interface
making the delivery of the new services practical. Immix®

maintains a complete audit trail of everything the operator did,
said, heard and witnessed. Not just as a log; the audit trail
includes the actual operations, CCTV images and audio
recordings. This time stamped event is maintained as a
package and can be replayed in its entirety for subsequent
review. This is absolutely fundamental in demonstrating
competence and compliance on the part of the station post
event.

SureView Systems works in partnership with most major
security product manufacturers to deliver command centers
and central stations a non-proprietary, hardware
manufacturer independent software platform on which to
base their business offerings. This independence enables
new technologies to be incorporated as they develop (Video
Analytics is a perfect example) and supports ‘best of breed
purchasing’ when choosing particular products to deploy at
customer locations. This independence is valued by
customers familiar with the limitations of relying on
proprietary solutions.

One Platform. Unlimited Opportunities.



The availability of such a platform is also of interest to the
manufacturers of security products eager to see growth in
this market space.Generally, manufacturers are supportive of
the Immix® initiative. SureView does not compete with them
in any way, and partnership and marketing agreements have
been signed with a number of major manufacturers.

Since Immix® is a platform that supports manufacturers, their
devices and systems; it is less likely to become obsolete. As
new technology is delivered into the marketplace Immix® is
updated to support it. In this way, Immix® remains fresh and
at the leading edge of technology delivery, without the need
to invest in, or risk developing security products itself. In a

rapidly evolving, acquisitive and changeable market this
delivers a major advantage to SureView Immix® users.

Immix® is built on Microsoft Server, .Net and SQL
technologies to be robust, reliable, scalable and extendable.
The Microsoft server platform also provides the
administration, security and audit controls demanded by
today’s central stations and those that audit them.The system
can also be shipped in a UL 1981 certified configuration to
ensure compliance and deliver fault tolerant operations. In
addition, a second site disaster recovery capability is
available.
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Video
Immix® integrates seamlessly with on site video systems including video analytics and
presents the central station operator with the detailed alarm information. All video images and
operator actions are recorded for later assessment and review.

Access Control
Immix® captures alerts and alarms from on site access control systems and automatically
associates them with the on site CCTV system, presenting the command center with a live
stream of the event action.

Burg and Fire System - UL 1981 Classified
Immix® communicates with digital alarm receivers and forwards alarms to the central station
operator through a comprehensive visual alarm screen. Full escalation scripting and operational
procedures are provided and an audit trail is kept of all operator actions.

Audio
Immix® integrates seamlessly with IP enabled audio devices to either ‘talk down’ to a site or
conduct two-way communications. Audio devices can also be linked to cameras and access
control points. All operator conversations are recorded in the audit trail.

GPS Device Locations
Immix® can receive any alarm event that includes GPS coordinates. The location of the alarm is
displayed in a real time mapping interface as part of the overall alarm event.

Product Summary: From a Single Platform, Immix® Monitors:



Key Design Points

The major design points of Immix® are as follows:

• One simple operator interface supporting different hardware manufacturers across the services
spectrum of digital alarm management, video, access and audio;

• A comprehensive audit trail pulling each event together – time stamped – showing what the
operator did, precisely what they witnessed and everything that was said and heard, in one
package for subsequent review;

• No hardware required - Immix® is a 100% software product built from day one to support central
stations and command centers to deliver interactive services over IP networks. No special
peripherals or black boxes are required, Immix® works from day one with the equipment already
installed on site – vastly reducing the cost timescales and effort to deploy

• Robust and scalable – Immix® is a server based solution not a PC based product - with all the
levels of authority, maintainability and service levels you would associate with this type of
developmen

One Platform. Unlimited Opportunities.
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Immix®: One Platform regardless of the device
Immix® interfaces with a range of device types from the leading manufacturers in the security
industry. Immix® empowers your organization to standardize on a single software platform that will
integrate with all the different devices, models and manufactures in today’s marketplace.


